2002 impala ignition switch

The ignition switch on a Chevy Impala sends an electrical signal to the starter motor, which then
allows the Impala's engine to start. When the ignition switch fails, you won't be able to start
your Impala. You can purchase a replacement switch from any GM dealership. If your Impala
uses a transponder key, you will need to buy the switch assembly directly from GM. If your
Impala does not use a transponder key, you can purchase the ignition switch from an auto parts
store. Turn the ignition key to the "II" position. The face of the ignition switch and cylinder
assembly has numbered positions--roman numerals--that start at "0" and end with "III". The "II"
position is the second position. Slide the punch pin into the access hole under the ignition
cylinder. The pin is a small tool that looks like a steel rod. They are used primarily for accessing
small areas in vehicles where other tools cannot go. On the Impala, the pin is necessary to
release the ignition switch. Push in on the Impala ignition-switch release button with the punch
pin while you pull the ignition switch and cylinder assembly out with the key. Then pull the
punch pin out of the access hole once the ignition switch has been removed. Disconnect the
electrical connector from the back of the ignition switch and cylinder assembly. Reconnect the
electrical connector to the back of the ignition switch assembly and slide the ignition switch
assembly into the steering column until it snaps into place. Then, turn the ignition key to the
"off" position. I am a Registered Financial Consultant with 6 years experience in the financial
services industry. I am trained in the financial planning process, with an emphasis in life
insurance and annuity contracts. I have written for Demand Studios since Step 1 Turn the
ignition key to the "II" position. Step 2 Slide the punch pin into the access hole under the
ignition cylinder. Step 3 Push in on the Impala ignition-switch release button with the punch pin
while you pull the ignition switch and cylinder assembly out with the key. Step 4 Disconnect the
electrical connector from the back of the ignition switch and cylinder assembly. Step 5 Turn the
key in the new ignition switch assembly to the "II" position. The most recently reported issues
are listed below. Please also check out the statistics and reliability analysis of the Chevrolet
Impala based on all problems reported for the Impala. The contact owns a Chevrolet Impala. The
contact stated that the ignition failed to turn to the on position and the steering wheel did not
lock while the vehicle was turned off. The failure recurred continuously. The vehicle was taken
to an independent mechanic. The technician diagnosed that the ignition switch failed and
needed to be replaced. The vehicle was not repaired. The manufacturer was made aware of the
failure. The failure mileage was unknown. The contact stated that when starting the vehicle, the
ignition key failed to turn in the ignition switch. The vehicle was taken to a dealer where it was
diagnosed that the ignition switch and cylinder needed to be replaced. The vehicle was
repaired. The manufacturer was not notified of the failure. The failure mileage was , The contact
stated that after starting the vehicle, the key released from the ignition switch without warning.
The contact mentioned that the failure occurred after the vehicle was serviced under NHTSA
campaign number: 14v electrical system. The vehicle was not diagnosed or repaired. The
manufacturer was notified of the failure. The gm ignition switch recall repair was performed
today, and the key still switches itself off of the "on" position by itself. Also the key can be
pulled out of the switch very easily with the engine running. The only thing repaired was the
plastic top, which was changed, so that it has to be on its own key ring. Vehicle is having
problems with a faulty ignition switch that has a tendency to shut off the engine in the event of
having an accident or even hitting a bump in the road. The consumer stated his daughter was
driving when she hit a bump in the road and the vehicle stalled. The consumer stated gm's fix
was not adequate. Tl-the contact owns a Chevrolet Impala. The contact received notification of
NHTSA campaign numberv ignition switch however, the part to do the repair was unavailable.
The contact stated that the manufacturer exceeded a reasonable amount of time for the recall
repair. The manufacture was made aware of the issue. The contact had not experienced a
failure. The contact stated that the ignition switch was unable to turn as a result the contact was
unable to start the vehicle. The approximate failure mileage was , I was driving on main street in
rio vista and my vehicle just simple shut off. The car rolled and hit a planter in front of the store
as I tried steering it out of the street. When I tried to start it again, the ignition switch would not
operate. I called the amica roadside assistance and was towed to abel Chevrolet. They informed
me that this problem was typical to this year vehicle and that the ignition switch would need to
be replaced. The contact stated while driving approximately 50 mph, the cruise control engaged
independently and would not deactivate. The ignition switch was turned off; however, the
vehicle continued to accelerate. In addition, the brake pedal was depressed numerous times
and the vehicle failed to slow down. When the emergency brake was engaged the vehicle came
to a complete stop. The vehicle then resumed normally. The vehicle was taken to an
independent mechanic where the cruise control cable was detached. The mechanic stated that
the ignition switch would need to be replaced. The manufacturer was notified of the defect. The
approximate failure mileage was 96, Consumer writes in regards to ignition switch problem. The

consumer stated the electrical switch was replaced on June 4, On February 13, , the vehicle lost
all power and came to a complete stop. On April 5, , the vehicle lost all power again. My car
does not make a sound when I try to turn it on sometimes. I'll have to keep turning the key from
the off position to the start position several times until it finally comes on. I have had my
ignition switch checked and was told it is fine. This is a very random issue being it will have
today and not happen again till like 6 months and will happen for 3 days in a row. Then won't
happen till the next year and will only happen for a day. It is very irritating being it has made me
late for work in the past and there is no way for me to determine when it might happen again. It
doesn't matter if it sat over night or if I just drove it got out and then got back in, it's just
completely random. Ignition switch fails at times and I need to keep turning it on numerous
times and then it finally starts! The contact stated that the ignition switch was not working. The
security indicator illuminated and the vehicle failed to start. The failure began five years ago.
The dealer diagnosed that the ignition switch was faulty. The manufacturer was notified. Pass
key sensor, I had to pay dollars to fix an ignition switch that was perfectly fine but a bad sensor
was the problem, many complaints but still no recall. My car leaves me stranded for hours
before it starts. While driving the gauges go off and on; and the car shuts the fuel off. Being
said my sister used my car one day and the fuel shut off, the car died, and she was rear ended.
Thankfully it was a bump and she wasn't seriously injured. I'm always late for work and I have
replaced the bcm, ignition switch, and tumbler. Nothing is resolved. I've been home stranded for
a week, which has caused me to miss school. Due to the lack of money I am forced to withdraw
from college and this is my senior year which throws my out of my internship. Chevy needs to
recall this "passlock" feature and reimburse all of the people they have swindled. This is there
fault and we, the consumers, should not have to pay for it. This feature allows owners to not be
able to use their vehicles, and a professional thief can steal the car. Research shows that
thousands of consumers are having this problem and still nothing has been done, and frankly, I
do not think anything ever will be. I for one will never purchase a chevy again. My chevy Impala
has a random issue with starting and has left me stranded several times. One time the car quit
running while driving leaving me with no power steering or brakes going down the highway! On
the internet I see where there are thousands of ignition switch complaints on this and several
other gm models. This is obviously a gm issue that they have failed to address. Leaving
someone stranded or even worse stalling while driving is a safety issue. I live in ohio where it
can easily get below zero in the winter if my car leaves me stranded, it could be very dangerous.
I have taken it to two different mechanics one said could find nothing the second time I left it at
the garage for a week and a half before it wouldn't start for the mechanic. He checked the codes
and they said it need a new ignition switch. I am reluctant to install a new switch because of all
of the complaints with this year and model car and in many cases a new switch and computer
did not correct the problem. Ignition switch - malfunctioned. Y have something to do with
security light. Had to be replaced by dealer service. I had to replace the bcm the first time but
have now been told that there is a TSB on this issue and that, per gm, I need to replace the
ignition switch and associated parts to prevent my vehicle from shutting down on the road. If
that is not a safety hazard I don't know what is. Gm knows about this but will not stand behind
it's defect until a major accident happens. They should do a recall and have these all repaired
before a major accident does take place. They should be held accountable before a life is lost
because of a well known documented flaw. Car Problems. Ignition Switch problem 1. Ignition
Switch problem 2. Ignition Switch problem 3. Ignition Switch problem 4. Ignition Switch problem
5. Ignition Switch problem 6. Ignition Switch problem 7. Ignition Switch problem 8. Ignition
Switch problem 9. Ignition Switch problem Other Electrical System related problems of the
Chevrolet Impala. Electrical System problems Electrical System problems. Car Will Not Start
problems. Anti-theft Controller problems. Starter problems. Ignition Module problems. Battery
problems. Wiring problems. Ignition problems. Instrument Panel problems. Horn Assembly
problems. These include stalling issues, not starting, and no power to the radio or accessories.
That is called the lock cylinder. The ignition switch typically sits directly behind the lock
cylinder. It has three main functions. The most noticeable symptom of a bad ignition switch is
stalling. Your Impala stalls because the faulty switch turns off the fuel pump or power to the
ignition. When this happens, the engine will not be able to run until it gets that signal back. If
your Chevy Impala is starting right up, but then immediately dies, that is a very good indication
that the ignition switch is bad. But, you are getting it when the starter is engaged. You release
the key, and your Impala immediately dies. A bad ignition switch can cause your Impala not to
start at all. And, it can keep your Impala from starting in a couple of different ways. The engine
will just turn over with no spark. The ignition switch is responsible for sending power to the
accessories. So, if you find yourself in a situation where your Impala runs, but nothing else in it
works, it may be a bad ignition system causing your problems. There are a few parts of the

electrical system that work without the key at all for safety reasons, such as the headlights,
brake lights, horn, and dome light. Things such as the power windows but not power locks ,
sunroof, radio, rear defrost, and climate control are all going to depend on the ignition switch
for power. The opposite of having the power not going to the accessories, fuel pump, ECM, and
ignition is having them continue to get power even though the key has been turned to the off
position. These were a few of the most common symptoms of a bad ignition switch in your
Chevy Impala. If there is anything that you would like to add, please leave a comment below.
Thank you for reading, and good luck! Power the Accessories- This should be what you get
when you turn the key to the first position. This allows you to use the power windows, radio,
and any other accessory that is equipped in your Chevy Impala. Ignition- This position activates
your ignition system and the fuel pump. At this point fuel is pressurized at the fuel rails, and the
engine is ready to fire the plugs when it turns over. Starter- This position cranks the starter.
Stalling on the Road The most noticeable symptom of a bad ignition switch is stalling. Starts
then Dies If your Chevy Impala is starting right up, but then immediately dies, that is a very
good indication that the ignition switch is bad. Lack of Power to Accessories The ignition
switch is responsible for sending power to the accessories. Battery Draining The opposite of
having the power not going to the accessories, fuel pump, ECM, and ignition is having them
continue to get power even though the key has been turned to the off position. So how do you
find out what problems are occurring? Any duplicates or errors? It's not us. Don't waste your
time wasting ours! If you are interested in advertising a for-profit service, contact us. Find
something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page.
Add Complaint. The contact owns a Chevrolet Impala. The contact stated that the vehicle
intermittently failed. The failure recurred on multiple occasions. The vehicle was taken to an
independent mechanic where the cause of the failure was unable to be determined. The
approximate failure mileage was , The contact stated that the traction control ABS indicator
illuminated on the instrument panel. While the contact was driving at an unknown speed, the
brakes automatically activated as if the pedal were depressed. The vehicle was taken to the
dealer for repair, but the failure recurred a week later. The contact was scheduled to take the
vehicle back a third time to be repaired. He placed the key in the ignition and the vehicle would
not start. The current mileage was 13, and failure mileage was 12, The igntion switch was
replaced. The consumer stated a sensor and wiring harness were replaced. Intermittent flashing
of all vehicle external lights. It happens everyday. Dealer diagnosed the following electrical
problems: Connection at the body control module must be repaired. The passolck sensor and
ignition switch must be replaced. Search CarComplaints. Key start delay start issue, dummy
lights, no crank. Problem with message center, security lite comes on then battery lite, then
service vehicle soon, then air conditioning would not turn on, started funny, did not start
turning over when I first turned the key it started to turn over about 1 sec after turning the key
and started ok then. All of this happened a the same time for the first time. The chev dealer said
this was normal 3 weeks prior to the problem. Ignition switch - malfunctioned. Y have
something to do with security light. Had to be replaced by dealer service. Not what you are
looking for? Search for something else:. I would like to know how to replace the ignition switch
on my car. It is in the dash, not the column and I need to know the easiest way to get to it, test it
and replace if need be. Thanks Doc. If procedure requires ignition switch lock cylinder to be
replaced, new ignition switch lock cylinder should be recoded to old key. NOTE:Passlock tm
sensor is an integral part of ignition switch assembly. Disconnect negative battery cable.
Remove access cover from left instrument panel fuse block. Release left instrument panel
insulator tabs from lower instrument panel trim pad retainers for access. Remove bolts from
steering column filler panel. Release steering column filler panel retainers from instrument
panel lower trim panel. Carefully lower panel away from instrument panel lower trim panel.
Disconnect electrical connector from rear compartment release switch. Remove rear
compartment release switch. Remove steering column filler panel. Remove bracket bolts from
instrument panel driver knee bolster. Remove bracket bolts from instrument panel knee bolster
at instrument carrier. Remove knee bolster bracket. Remove instrument panel cluster trim plate.
Remove ignition switch retaining bolts. See Fig. Lower ignition switch away from instrument
carrier. Insert key into ignition switch and turn to RUN position. If ignition switch lock cylinder
rotates, go to step 8. If ignition switch lock cylinder will not rotate or is seized, go to next step.
Protect immediate work area with clean shop towels or a clean fender cover. Remove portions
of broken spring from hole using a small suitable tool. Grasp ignition switch lock cylinder and
remove it from switch housing. Remove any plastic from drilling operation, and using
compressed air blow out ignition switch assembly. Go to next step. Depress detent on bottom
of ignition switch in order to release ignition lock cylinder. Remove ignition lock cylinder with
key. Disconnect Passlock tm electrical connector. Disconnect electrical connectors.

Replacement fasteners must be correct part number for application. Fasteners requiring
replacement or fasteners requiring use of thread locking compound or sealant are identified in
service procedures. DO NOT use paints, lubricants, or corrosion inhibitors on fasteners or
fastener joint surfaces unless specified. These coatings affect fastener torque and joint
clamping force and may damage fastener. Use correct tightening sequence and specifications
when installing fasteners in order to avoid damage to part and systems. Apply parking brake.
Using a small flat-blade tool, remove bezel from ignition switch cylinder. If vehicle is equipped
with a column shift, shift transaxle in to first gear. Ensure ignition key is in ignition lock
cylinder. Adjust steering wheel to gain access. Remove access covers from right and left
instrument panel fuse block, as required. Remove screws from instrument cluster trim plate.
Starting at right end of instrument panel cluster, pull trim plate rearward. Continue working
around instrument cluster trim plate until all retainers are released from instrument trim pad.
Disconnect electrical connector from hazard switch and from traction control switch if
equipped. To install, reverse removal procedure. Six cylinder front wheel drive automatic ,
miles. Do you. Was this answer. Well, I got the switch out and replaced it and still the car does
not start. All fuses check okay. So now what do I check? I thought the ignition was broken in
some way from the way you asked in your first post. Can I ask what the car was doing to make
you replace the ignition switch? And what it is doing now still of course? You probably have a
bad pass-lock sensor which is the part that plugs into the ignition switch. Dave, I am sorry that I
did not state my problem first or along with my request. Denny, Where would that be located, I
just replaced the ignition switch. I seen the wires from the pass-code plug, but I did not know
where they go once they go into the wiring loom. I did more research and reading, and what I
am seeing is that the BMC is the number one thing that goes wrong on the Impala. At this point I
am all ears on what to do or what might be the problem. I still do not understand what the
original fault with the vehicle was. And have you replaced lock cylinder or ignition switch?
Anti-theft system prevents vehicle operation if correct key is not used in order to start vehicle.
Ignition key turns ignition lock cylinder. Cylinder rotation produces an analog voltage code in
Passlock tm sensor. This voltage code is received by BCM. BCM compares voltage code to
previously learned voltage code. Message enables fuel injectors and crank relay. The design of
Passlock tm system is to prevent vehicle theft by disabling engine unless ignition lock cylinder
rotates properly by engaging correct ignition key. System is similar in concept to passkey
system. However, Passlock tm system eliminates need for a key mounted resistor pellet.
Passlock tm sensor is separate from key and lock cylinder. Key and lock cylinder work together
in order to determine if proper ignition key was used to start vehicle. If a failure in Class 2 serial
data line occurs before ignition cycle, when PCM is not fail-enabled, PCM will never receive a
valid password in order to enable fuel injectors and crank relay and vehicle will not start.
Ignition Switch The electrical switching portion of ignition lock cylinder assembly is separate
from key and lock cylinder. Electrical switch portion and key and lock cylinder synchronize and
work in conjunction through action of mechanical assembly between two components.
Passlock tm Sensor The Passlock tm sensor contains 2 hall effect sensors. Tamper hall effect
sensor is on top. Security hall effect sensor is under tamper hall effect sensor. Both hall effect
sensors monitor magnet of lock cylinder through an opening. Tamper hall effect sensor is
physically placed on top of security hall effect sensor. This arrangement enables tamper hall
effect sensor to engage first if an intruder attempts to bypass Passlock tm sensor by placing a
large magnet around that area of steering column. There is a tamper resistor inside Passlock tm
sensor in order to help prevent tamper to system. Passlock tm equipped vehicles have a
selection of 10 different security resistors ranging from 0. Installing one of the security resistors
inside Passlock tm sensor will generate a unique Passlock tm code. All 10 combinations of
Passlock tm sensor have same part number. BCM reads Passlock tm data from Passlock tm
sensor. During tamper mode vehicle may start. Vehicle will then stall. Tamper mode will lock-out
vehicle fuel injectors and crank relay for 10 minutes. When BCM determines an incorrect
password, it sends a Class 2 serial data password to PCM in order to disable crank relay and
fuel injection system. PCM then allows vehicle to start normally. Fuel Lockout Cycle The
Passlock tm system has a lockout cycle of approximately 10 minutes. Once vehicle is in lockout
cycle, vehicle remains in lockout cycle for 10 minutes, even if ignition switch is turned from
RUN position to OFF position. The Passlock tm system uses lockout cycle in order to
synchronize all of Passlock tm components when any Passlock tm related part is replaced.
Passlock tm system requires 3 consecutive lockout cycles in order to complete 30 minute learn
procedure for a changed component. Changing Passlock tm Components The design of
Passlock tm system is to prevent theft even if various theft deterrent parts change. If you
replace any of these parts, vehicle may not start for 10 minutes. This is long tamper mode. If
this occurs, system must go through a long tamper mode cycle. You will need to repeat cycle if

ignition switch does not remain in RUN position. When replacing any listed parts, program
Passlock tm system. The design of Passlock tm system is to prevent vehicle operation if proper
ignition key is not used in order to start vehicle. Mechanical key, in normal operation, will turn
ignition lock cylinder. BCM will determine validity of Passlock tm data. These functions transmit
over class 2 serial data line. Lock cylinder housing contains coded electronic components.
Changing an ignition lock cylinder or adding a key is a purely mechanical process which does
not affect vehicle anti-theft system. To add or replace a key, simply cut a new key to match
existing one. If no keys are available, lock cylinder must be changed. To change lock cylinder,
simply replace existing lock cylinder with one of same type. Dave, First off thank you for helping
me try and figue this problem out. Here is the problem: My wife went to start her car last Friday,
nothing happened. So when I got home I removed the battery and had it check, checked okay.
So then I start looking on the internet and found a couple of web site that led me to think it was
the ignition switch. Well it turns out not to be the switch, so now I am looking for answers to
why it still will not start. Like I stated earlier I have checked every fuse and a few relays and
nothing is coming up bad. I did find the BCM after my neighbor came over with his code reader
and it said no code in the computer. But like I said he did find the BCM for me and we pulled it
out and looked at it and reinstalled it and tried it again, nothing. Or do I do something else? Joe
Was this answer. The pass-lock sensor is the electronic lock cylinder part of the switch. It will
come as a ignition lock cylinder kit and sensor. You can purchase it at the dealer. It will need
programming when repairs are completed. It will not start until programmed. It's the part I have
circled. DR JOE. Like I have been saying all along if you have replaced the part that DENNY P
has circled for you then the vehicle needs to be programmed on a computer so the new part
works if you have only replaced the key barrel part hen it does not need programming, but I
think we then have to find out why the car did not start in the first place. I do not think I would
have replaced the ignition lock without doing some other diagnostics first. Please let us know
the actual part you have replaced. I have a Impala and I was having issues with the cruise light
staying on when I started it and while the light was on the blower motor would not work and the
temperature cluster would not work and after about ten minutes the light would go off and
everything would work fine except the cruise would only work for a while then kick off. After
time the gauges would stop working for a little while then turn back on. I found a couple of
websites that made me believe that it was the ignition switch. So I bought a new switch just the
electrical part not key and tumbler after replacing it car would not start, the security light would
come on and everything else worked normally. However, it would not turn over. So I tried the
ten minute thing several times but still the security light stays on and would not turn over. If I
put the old switch in it will start but still has the problems. Put new switch in does not start. Am
I doing something wrong or is there something else I need to do? I have to replace the ignition
switch in my Chevy Impala and I was hoping that you could give me some advice or the steps to
the process in doing so. Are you replacing the switch itself or the lock barrel? Hope that is the
information you needed. Let us know if you have any further questions. Regards, Joe Images
Click to enlarge. Hopefully that should give you all you need to tackle the job. It makes the site
work more effectively if each persons question is separate, we should be able to give you the
information you need. Regards, Joe Was this answer. You may need to attach a battery charger
as you will have the ignition on for a while without the engine running whilst doing the relearn.
Please see the information below on how to do that. I've recently lost the keys to my car and
was wondering how I would replace the lock cylinder without having to drill it out? There is no
way except to drill it out. Here are guides to help you replace the ignition lock tumbler. Can you
please shoot a quick video with your phone so we can see what's going on? That would be
great. You can upload it here with your response. I would get the new ignition switch from the
dealer so they can code it for you please bring our VIN number. Check out the diagrams below.
Please let us know what happens. Images Click to enlarge. How do I replace the ignition switch?
How do I get at it and how does the dash come off? Ignition and start switch replacement.
Removal Procedure: Disconnect the battery ground cable. Remove the steering column filler
panel. Refer to Steering Column Filler Replacement. Remove the knee bolster bracket. Refer to
Bracket Replacement - Knee Bolster. Remove the ignition switch bolts. Lower the ignition
switch away from the instrument carrier. Insert the key into the ignition lock cylinder. Important:
The Passlock electrical connector cannot be removed until the lock cylinder is removed.
Depress and hold the detent on the bottom of the ignition switch in order to release the ignition
lock cylinder. Remove the ignition lock cylinder with the key. Disconnect the Passlock electrical
connector. Disconnect the electrical connectors. Important: Ignition switch lock cylinder that
won't rotate or is seized. Perform the following procedure if the ignition switch lock cylinder is
seized or won't rotate. Protect the immediate work area with suitable material such as clean
shop towels or a clean fender cover. Remove portions of the broken spring from the hole using

a small suitable tool. Grasp the ignition switch lock cylinder and remove it from the switch
housing. Remove any plastic "flash" from the drilling operation, and using compressed air blow
out the ignition switch assembly. Follow service manual procedures when cylinder cording is
required. Installation Procedure If the lock cylinder would not rotate or was seized, perform the
following procedure: 1. Install the new ignition switch lock cylinder as required by rotating both
the cylinder and the ignition switch to the ON position. Push the ignition switch lock cylinder
into the ignition switch housing until fully seated. Connect the electrical connectors. Connect
the Passlock electrical connector. Install the ignition lock cylinder into the ignition switch. If you
turned the key slightly while removing the lock cylinder, you may have to align the white
colored ignition switch rotor 1 with the lock cylinder 2. You can rotate the ignition switch rotor 1
with your finger. Remove the key. Position the ignition switch to the instrument carrier. Notice:
Use the correct fastener in the correct location. Replacement fasteners must be the correct part
number for that application. Fasteners requiring replacement or fasteners requiring the use of
thread locking compound or sealant are identified in the service procedure. Do not use paints,
lubricants, or corrosion inhibitors on fasteners or fastener joint surfaces unless specified.
These coatings affect fastener torque and joint clamping force and may damage the fastener.
Use the correct tightening sequence and specifications when installing fasteners in order to
avoid damage to parts and systems. Install the ignition switch bolts. Tighten Tighten the bolts
to 10 N m 89 lb in. Install the knee bolster bracket. Install the steering column filler panel.
Connect the battery ground cable. Please login or register to post a reply. But Doesn't Start Car.
Problem Has Been Intermittent. Ignition Switch Problem 02 Impala 80k Miles 3. I Went To Get In
Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! General Motors announced on Monday that the
automaker was recalling more than 8 million vehicles globally across multiple models for
ignition switch problems. The Detroit News says two fatal crashes occurred in Chevy Impalas
that could be connected to the ignition problem. Owners of the vehicles are being urged to
remove all unnecessary items from the GM key until repairs can be made. GM spokesman Jim
Cain said the company is aware of three deaths and eight injuries linked to the new round of
recalls. Two fatal crashes occurred in and Chevrolet Impalas where airbags failed to deploy. The
automaker became the subject of intense scrutiny after it was learned that GM engineers knew
about problems with the Cobalt and Ion for more than a decade. Thomas J. Henry is
representing more than 1, GM recall victims across the United States and has been
investigating injuries and deaths linked to the recall since day one. As more and more
individuals have flocked to Thomas J. Henry for representation, the firm has continued to push
GM for a victim settlement fund. It looks like your browser or a browser extension is blocking
JavaScript. Faculty requires JavaScript to function, so you'll need to allow JavaScript for at
least this domain. Home Page Blog. June 30th, by thomasjhenry. Contact Us for a Free Case
Review. If you are human, leave this field blank. Do you really want to end conversation? Yes
end it Cancel. Live chat. For more information go to Manufactured from top quality components,
this is your best option and inexpensive replacement for your rebuild, repair, and maintenance
needs - an OE replacement product for your damaged or aged factory part. Replacement - the
most affordable brand name for replacement parts th Since , Standard We've Made a Site
Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account.
Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:. Ignition Switch
part. Returns Policy. Quantity Sold. Shop Chevrolet Impala Ignition Switch. Showing 1 - 6 of 6
results. Sort by:. Guaranteed to Fit. Co
2002 mitsubishi eclipse tail lights
speedway motors 210
mazda mpv 1996
re Charge. Add to cart. Part Number: M Universal Fit. Part Number: L Page 1 of 1 Showing 1 - 6
of 6 results. Featured Brands. Reviews Questions, Answers. Established in , ACDelco manuf
Lisle Ignition Switch Manufacturer Jan 20, Ignition switch. So far so good part went in perfect.
Joseph Marshall. Purchased on Jan 13, Replacement Ignition Switch. Nov 23, Alme Otto.
Purchased on Nov 11, Feb 23, Great price. Marlon Goodwin. Purchased on Feb 14, Show More.
Helpful Automotive Resources. The Starting System Because batteries emit hydrogen gas while
charging, the battery case cannot be completely sealed. Years ago there was a vent cap for
each cell and we had to replenish the cells when the electrolyte evaporated. Automotive
professionals break down no-start situations into two separate categories: crank-no-start and
no-crank-no-start. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved.
Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

